
 
 

 

                                                           

Abstract: Increasing incidence of non-binary gender variation has alerted us to consider- Why now? What social and /or biological factors might  explain the change. Non gendered toilets and 
pronoun adjustments  represents but two of many  adaptations that have divided our civil scene as a small manifestation of the significant conflictual effect of these changes on daily living. I 
reintroduce  Freud’s polymorphous perverse infantile sexuality (PPIS) as an informative frame of reference that offers explanatory power for current LGBT-Q data. PPIS was elaborated more than 
a Century ago to explain Hysteria (Freud 1905,07) but as he  presciently noted it had negative social backlash.  Modern science would profit greatly by reopening discussion of the validity of 
PPIS  as a means of understanding the political divisiveness of these new variations . It would also allow more open discussion of 1.sexuality as gender identity and 2.sexuality as a means for 
procreation. In spite of  our increasingly open society, sexual issues still elicit shame, guilt and repression, as well as reaction formation and scorn when enmeshed in political movements, which 
impede  progressive adaptation as well as scientific  understanding. 
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SPEAKER DISCLOSURE:  
Dr. Shapiro has no relevant financial relationship(s) with ineligible companies to disclose and DOES NOT INTEND to discuss off-label or investigational use of products or services. 
 

Learning Objectives: 
1. Describe Freud’s Poymorphous Perverse Infantile Sexuality (PPIS)as a frame of reference to understand current surge in rise of non-binary sexuality in younger Americans 
2. Discuss late 19C climate in re sexuality and its effect on Freud’s developmental approach to psychoneuroses 
3. Consider the historic repetition of the validity of his model as a means to understand societal effects on science of sexuality 
4. Revisit Freud’s prediction that sexuality would be the thorn in his theorizing because of social backlash. 
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